
Write a minimum of 250 words. You should spend about 40 minutes on this task. Write about 
the following topic: 
 
The threat of nuclear weapons maintains world peace. Nuclear power provides cheap 
and clean energy. The benefits of nuclear technology far outweigh the disadvantages. To what 
extent do you agree or disagree? 
 
Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your knowledge or 
experience. 
 
Man's search for energy to fulfill the demand is ever continuing. Power produced from nuclear 
source is providing us a pollution free environment. This essay will argue why the benefits we 
are reaping will not be worthy when compared to the destruction it can cause to our planet itself 
even with unintentional accident. 
 
The advantages this man made energy providing us is multiple. Firstly it provides us non-
contaminated earth to breath as it does not produce any pollutants in to the atmosphere after its 
use. Moreover, the production cost of this specific energy is less compared with the conventional 
fuel or petroleum products. For instance, as per the report published by a leading journal, 
though initial investment could be a matter of concern but less maintenance cost will definitely 
define it in the long run.  
 
Conversely, the risk associated with nuclear plants is a matter of grave concern. The anticipated 
accidents which happened in multiple locations truly proves the uncontrollable damage it can 
cause not only to the people but also to the wide geographical area. Though, hypothetical, if it 
falls in the hands of rogue people, the result can be unimaginable when we consider what 
happened in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. And the bitter truth is that this was the hand work of 
people who consider themselves as world police.  
 
Human beings quest for better life and thereby the need of energy to fulfill it will go on. This 
essay argued about the unpredictable risks associated with the use of the said form of energy 
and also the positive impacts it can have on our mother earth if all goes well.  
 

Writing Fluency 

Number of words: 272 

Score: 7 

Feedback: You have written more than the minimum number of words. You have good writing 
fluency. 

Writing Style 

Average sentence length: 20.92 

Score: 9 

Feedback: Your sentences are long enough for an essay writing task. Aim for an average 
sentence length of about 20 words. 



Sentence length variance: 7.96 

Score: 9 

Feedback: You are varying your sentences enough to make your writing seem dynamic and 
interesting. That's good. 

Number of clichés: 0 

Clichés detected: 

Penalty: 0 

Feedback: I haven't detected any clichés in your writing. That's good. 

Number of exclamation marks: 0 

Penalty: 0 

Feedback: I haven't detected any exclamation marks in your writing. That's good. 

Essay Organization 

Paragraphs: 4 

Score: 9 

Feedback: It is appropriate to write about 3-5 paragraphs for this writing task. You are using 
paragraphs effectively to organize your ideas. Well done. 

Paragraph 1 

Word count: 53 

Score: 8 

Feedback: Your introduction is long enough. 

Topic Focus: 2 

Score: 5 

Feedback: Make sure to establish what your essay will be about for the reader. benefit, 
economy, ensure, ensures, reactor, reactors, technology, technologies, energy, detector, 
detectors, nuclear, attack, attacks, enemy, enemies, future, medicine, medicines, modern, risk, 
risks, threat, threats, weapon, weapons, atomic, bomb 

Thesis strength: 0.70 

Score: 9 

Feedback: The last sentence of your introduction takes a strong stance. That's good. 

Paraphrasing errors: 0 

Score: 9 

Feedback: You have paraphrased the writing prompt without repeating it word-for-word. That's 
good. 



Paragraph 2 

Word count: 83 

Score: 9 

Feedback: Your paragraph is long enough and well-developed. 

Topic sentence strength: 0.40 

Score: 8 

Feedback: The first sentence of this paragraph makes a claim. That's good. 

Topic sentence length: 10.00 

Score: 7 

Feedback: Your topic sentence is a reasonable length. Topic sentences should be kept short. 
The sentences that follow the topic sentence in the rest of the paragraph should be longer since 
they elaborate the claim made in the topic sentence using examples and illustrations. 

Topic depth: 5 

Score: 6 

Feedback: You are on topic. You have used a few of the words and concepts I expected to see. 

Cohesion: 3 

Score: 8 

Feedback: You have used transitions word to build cohesion. That's good. 

Paragraph 3 

Word count: 85 

Score: 9 

Feedback: Your paragraph is long enough and well-developed. 

Topic sentence strength: 0.60 

Score: 9 

Feedback: The first sentence of this paragraph makes a strong claim. That's good. 

Topic sentence length: 13.00 

Score: 6 

Feedback: Your topic sentence is a little too long. Topic sentences should be kept short. The 
sentences that follow the topic sentence in the rest of the paragraph should be longer since they 
elaborate the claim made in the topic sentence using examples and illustrations. 

Topic depth: 1 

Score: 5 



Feedback: You have not used many of the words and concepts I expected to see. Are you still 
on topic? 

Cohesion: 3 

Score: 8 

Feedback: You have used transitions word to build cohesion. That's good. 

Paragraph 4 

Word count: 51 

Score: 8 

Feedback: Your conclusion is long enough. 

Topic Focus: 2 

Score: 5 

Feedback: Make sure to remind the reader what your essay is about. Here are some words I 
was expecting to encounter in your conclusion: benefit, economy, ensure, ensures, reactor, 
reactors, technology, technologies, energy, detector, detectors, nuclear, attack, attacks, enemy, 
enemies, future, medicine, medicines, modern, risk, risks, threat, threats, weapon, weapons, 
atomic, bomb 

Conclusion strength: 0.50 

Score: 8 

Feedback: The first sentence of your conclusion takes a stance. That's good. 

Paraphrasing errors: 0 

Score: 9 

Feedback: You have paraphrased the writing prompt without repeating it word-for-word. That's 
good. 

Thesis reformulation: 0% 

Score: 9 

Thesis statement: This essay will argue why the benefits we are reaping will not be worthy 
when compared to the destruction it can cause to our planet itself even with unintentional 
accident 

Reformulated thesis: Human beings quest for better life and thereby the need of energy to 
fulfill it will go on 

Feedback: Your reformulated thesis in your conclusion is 0% the same as your thesis 
statement in your introduction. That's good. 

 



Topic Development 

Topic focus score: 5 

Topic depth score: 5.5 

Language Accuracy 

Number of errors: 2 

Score: 8 

Feedback: Your essay is almost error-free. That's good. 

Grammar Check Feedback 

You wrote:...ction it can cause to our planet itself even with unintentional accident. The advan... 

Feedback: Perhaps you meant to use "even" as an adjective like this: "itself is even". 

Suggestion: itself is even 

You wrote:...n made energy providing us is multiple. Firstly it provides us non-contaminated 
earth to breath as ... 

Feedback: Use commas to separate introductory elements from the main sentence. Punctuate 
it this way: "Firstly, it \ ...". Commas help the reader grasp the structure of your sentence quickly. 
When you leave the comma out, your reader has to work harder to understand your message. 

Suggestion: Firstly, it \ ... 

 


